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We can do more with $20 billion than prevent ‘no foreseeable military threat’

+ LONG-TERM HOUSING

+ PAID PARENTAL LEAVE

Build low-cost quality housing to ensure healthy,
secure and stable communities long-term

Support all parents to stay at home, take care of
and bond with their young babies during the most
important time of their lives

- Boeing 757 replacement

- Cyber support capability

+ EMERGENCY HOUSING
Emergency housing to alleviate the current
housing crisis

+ LOW INCOME SUPPORT
Implement a living wage and increase benefits to give
everyone a fair chance and alleviate the effects of
deprivation, especially on young children.
Remove GST from basic necessities

- Hercules C-130 replacement

+ EDUCATION
Make free tertiary education available to all.
Replace the reliance on testing kids with a
system that nurtures all children

- Additional intelligence capacity

+ RIVER REGENERATION
Regenerate rivers and riparian zones to protect
important ecosystems and ensure we can swim in and
drink from them in the future

- P-3K2 Orion replacement

+ TRAINS AND BUSES
Expand public transport to provide more people with
cheaper, environmentally friendly travel options

- Digitised battlefield systems

+ CYCLEWAYS AND FOOTPATHS

- Frigate replacement

+ HEALTHCARE
Employ sufficient doctors and nurses to provide
essential services and surgeries. Offer better services
for Māori and Pasifika people and fund mental health
care adequately

More cycleways, footpaths and shared spaces
to encourage people to use alternative,
environmentally friendly transport options
- Special forces equipment upgrades

+ EQUALITY
More progressive tax measures. Extend capital gains tax
and reintroduce an inheritance tax. Raise taxes for those
earning over $72, 000

- Offshore Patrol Vessel

+ OCEAN PROTECTION
Establish marine protected areas and sanctuaries.
End illegal bycatch dumping by monitoring all fishing vessels

- Improved armoured vehicle fleet

+ REFUGEE SUPPORT
- Naval tanker replacement

+ CLIMATE CHANGE ACTION
Reduce carbon emissions and invest in alternative
energy sources. Nationwide moratorium on
fracking, oil exploration and coal mining

Assistance for people fleeing for their lives
with raised refugee quota and comprehensive support
- Land combat weapons

- Hydro and dive ship replacement

#STOPFUNDINGWARS
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